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The Palazzo-Ambasciatore (the Ambassadors), the
Grand and the Excelsior are the big hotels where one can
find anybody staying here. At the Grand I have the
Cuban Minister on one side, the ex-King of Spain on the
other, and the Grand Duke Dmitry in a huge suite above
me. The Palaszo-Ambasciatore hotel in the Via Vittorio
Veneto is the most modern hotel, and is under the
management of Jvl Galante, who was in charge of the
Italian State Tourist department in Piccadilly before
returning to Rome. Here is the dance-bar, Hollywood,
and most fashionable*
Roman society is just one mass Q£marebesa$>prindpe$sas%
and tontessas. This is due to the fact that every son of
one of these calls himself a mardm^ a printipt^ or a
loftfe, and so you get hordes of them of the same name.
Take the Ruspoli family* for example. One can get
in a rare muddle if one attempts to talk about the
numerous Princesses Ruspoli* The only thing to do is to
add the Christian name, too*
A stranger coming to Rome for a few days will
inevitably find himself in a certain set, and then he will
not meet anybody else of the other sets unless he is going
to live here. At the instant of my arrival Princess Jane di
San Faustmo detailed to me my plans, I was immediately
taken to a cocktail party at the house of Marchesa Bianca
di Bagno (the literal translation might be the Marchioness
of Bath), where were the Duke of Brindisi» Princess Doria
Ruspoli (she is English, formerly Miss Laboudh&re),
Marchesa di Lomonaco (American)* and the Contessa
Orietta Borromco. She is the daughter of the Princess
Dork and is a cousin of Major Charles Vaughan* who
is one of the chamberlains to the Pope* I had seen
her seventeen years before, when I was soldiering

